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ABSTRACT  

 

Everyone has ideas, but I noticed a lot of people never push them further. There is no 

planning outside the original thought, so I aim to show that with a bit of effort and the 

right team, anyone can push their thoughts towards reality. So what is the point of concept 

work? Why is it so important? Well, without it, nothing would exist. From inventions to 

animation, it all relies on the concepts to shape its foundation. I plan to take a very plain 

character and with the help of the audience, created a design for a metaphorical main 

character. All this while explaining the process of a good concept. The main goal, or 

conclusion, I hope to achieve would be that everyone sees that no idea isn't worth 

expanding upon, and that every single person in the world has the ability to be creative if 

they want. A lot of people lead themselves to believe that just because they may not be 

artistic or necessarily good with words, they can't help craft an idea into something more, 

leaving so many wonderful storily possibilities to go untouched. I aim to let everyone 

know they can return to that child like creativity that makes all humans unique. I will start 

with a prompt, a simple explanation that this is our character and it's time to craft the world 

she lives in. As people give out suggestions and we discuss how those decisions impact 

the world we're creating, I will be drawing out those ideas. A simple sketch to give life to 

those ideas. Is our character in space, New York, the Old West? It's all up to what the 

audience chooses to create. The end goal is to have the first pass of a concept, something 

everyone can walk away from this knowing they made something today. It's not 

necessarily scientific, it's just human. Everyone is able to think, we're born with it and we 

will die with it. We just need to make the ideas we have worth having and understand what 

the first step is concepts. The crowd will learn teamwork, creativity, and control. 
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